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Introductiony
ë It is controversial as to whether creoles emerged through the same
processes as other languages. (Bickerton 1981, Lefebvre 1986, McWhorter
2018, Mufwene 2008, DeGraff 2003)
ë Determiner-noun fusion is the phenomenon when string in the lexifier
becomes a determiner-less noun of similar meaning in the creole.

J FR la pluie “the rain” −→ HC lapli “rain”
J FR mon oncle “my uncle” −→ HC mononk “uncle”

ë It is present in French and Portuguese-based creoles but not English-
based creoles.

Research question
ë Did determiner-noun fusion in Haitian Creole emerge through

statistical learning, a non-exceptional process?

Previous explanations

ë Fusion occurred due to the similarity between French articles and Bantu
class morphemes. (Baker 1984)

•Extent of fusion correlates with the percentage of Bantu-speaking slaves.
•Bantu languages do not have articles.

ë French determiners carry the semantic roles of Bantu class morphemes.
(Strandquist 2005)

•The fused words obey Bantu vowel harmony.
•The two types of morphemes satisfy transfer constraints.

ë Many lexifier factors affect the fusion pattern in Mauritian Creole (Bonami
and Henri 2015): etymological age, grammatical gender, initial
segment, number of syllables, gross and collocational frequency.

Hypothesis

ë Backward transitional probability P(la|pluie) may play a role.

• Forward transitional probability is too low to be differential.

Methodsy
ë All fused words and 130 stratified-sampled unfused words are collected

from a Haitian Creole-English dictionary. (Targète and Urciolo 1993)

ë Words are coded for etymon gender, number of syllables, initial
segment, gross and collocational frequency. Backward transitional
probability is the ratio between collocational and gross frequencies.

ë Log odds of being fused is modeled using glm().

FUSED ∼ GROSS FREQUENCY + COLLOCATIONAL FREQUENCY +
BTP + GENDER + INITIALSEGMENTV + SYLLABLE1

Results

Figure 1: Effect of gross frequency on fusion (p <0.001) Figure 2: Effect of collocational frequency on fusion
(p <0.001)

Figure 3: Effect of backward transitional probability on
fusion (p <0.001)

Figure 4: Interaction between collocational frequency and
backward transitional probability

ë Both distributional and conditional statistics predict the fusion pattern in Haitian Creole.
ë Collocational frequency play a more primary role than backward transitional probability.

Figure 5: Generalized logistic regression model on fusion

Why frequency > transitional probability?
1) Dictionary biases towards high-frequency

items.
2) Nature of statistical learning.

(Thiessen and Erickson 2013)

3) Frequency-dependent transmission
(Morgan and Levy 2016)
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ë Both statistical and phonological factors matter.

Discussiony
Why did fusion occur?
ë Bantu and Kwa noun phrases are noun-first, unlike French.

J Safwa abhantu bhani bhasanu “five people of mine”

J Leteh o-nyinE O-tOntO OhE a “the tall red man”
ë Learners have a transitional probability bias from their L1 (Onnis and
Thiessen 2013). Here they have a backward transional probability bias.
ë Vowel harmony might have been caused by probabilistic phonotactic
patterns, a key factor in boundary learning (Mattys and Jusczyk 2001).

Why do English-based creoles not have fusion?
ë English null determiner is much more prevalent than that of French.
ë There is weak stress in French compared to in English (Parkvall 2000).
ë English foot structure is strong-weak while French foot structure is
weak-strong. French determiners are in the same foot with the nouns’ first
syllable, making them easier to be fused (Cutler and Norris 1988)

Adults or children?

ë Previous works put children at the center of creole emergence
(Bickerton 1981, Hudson Kam and Newport 2005) because children
tend to overregularize and creoles have more regular features.

ë Haitian Creole has both inter-token and intra-token inconsistency.

• Inter-token: Both adult and children regularization.
• Intra-token: Sociolinguistic variation due to population structure.

ë Adults regularized due to 1) diffusion chain (Smith and Wonnacott 2010),
2) pragmatic factors (Perfors 2016) and 3) scattered inconsistency
(Hudson Kam and Newport 2009).

Implications
ë Substrate and superstrate influences, along with general learning
mechanisms in both adults and children play a role in creole emergence.
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